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Welcome to LCC
• Career and Technical Programs partners with over 300 businesses, municipalities, non-profits, schools and associations each year to develop and deliver credit and non-credit course work
• Many programs also maintain industry certification
• Internship and apprenticeship opportunities
Advisory Committees

- Computer Information Systems (CIS)
- Electronics Engineering Technology
- Fashion Studies
- Fire Science Technology
- Graphic Arts
- Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning & Refrigeration
- Hospitality Management
- Interior Design
- Law Enforcement & Justice Administration
- Manufacturing, Maintenance Technology/Welding
- Paralegal Studies
- Supply Chain Management
- Web Development
In addition to providing input into program and course development, our advisory committees also:

- Serve as guest lecturers
- October 11, committee members will assist faculty in facilitating information sessions for our Advisors in HVAC and LEJ programs
- Provide internship and employment opportunities to our students
- As industry requirements change and equipment specifications are updated, they provide industry training to our instructors
Advisory Committee Participation

- Help to develop surveys to find out what employers want and need
- Assisted in the development of a WEB Boot Camp
- Identified high schools that offered coding to assist in understanding why students chose coding
- Provide input into equipment needs
- Two former students who have since received their BS in Electrical Engineering & Industrial Technology Management are current advisory members
- Rudy Marotti, HFO Chicago (dealer for Haas Automation, maker of CNC Machining Equipment) helped secure $25,000 in Scholarships for students
• Mike Brown and Bill Isaac of MC Machinery (Dealer for Mitsubishi Laser) provided a $1.8 million laser in the Metal Fabrication Lab for student training and ultimately sold the unit to Harper College for $1.00 (One dollar)!
• Serve as jurors for Interior Design
• Vistex is sponsoring a $10,000 five-student grant for Computer Information Systems
Engagement of Advisory Committees

- David Jauch, Field Support Manager from Daikin, is an alumni of Harper, along with his daughter. David will be providing training to HVAC instructors in the BEST Lab. They also host faculty at their training facility.
- Johnstone Supply provides two for one tool programs – students get two tools for the price of one and a lifetime warranty (HVAC).
- Fashion designer Alyce Paris donated 300 prom dresses for a student club fundraiser; and other committee members have also served as judges in the annual fashion show.
Opportunities for Partnership Include:

- Guest Lecturer
- Serve as advisory member
- Donate tools and equipment
- Monetary contribution
- Industry-specific subject matter experts
- Program development
LCC Moments...
THANK YOU